Olicana Bridge Club

Instructions for Host Pairs in Olicana Online Club Rooms

Instructions for Host Pairs in Olicana Online Club Rooms
Both BCL and BBO need a full set of tables, so a host pair is needed for each event.
If you are the host pair, please follow the instructions below.

For BBO
The Host Pair must to be available from 10 minutes before the event starts. Both of you
must log in to BBO and find the Olicana game. Don’t register at this point.
Oliver Cowan is our TD in BBO and will manage whether the host pair is needed. He will
message them from BBO. Don’t worry if you haven’t heard by the time the event starts; if
you are needed, Oliver will add you after the start.
If the Host Pair is not needed, Oliver may be able to find another Yorkshire game for them
to play in, or they can continue to play in BBO outside the club room.

For BCL
The Host Pair to be in the Olicana club room 10 minutes before the event starts.
5 minutes before the event starts, one member of the Host Pair starts a table, the other
one joins that table then the SSD is submitted and confirmed, as usual on BCL. If there is
another half table, the system will move the pairs to form full tables. Don't start a table
earlier than 5 minutes to go or you risk taking another pair's place. Don't leave it any later
or you may not be ready to play in time.
If the system joins the Host Pair to a table, leaving another pair on a half table, please
report this to Shiona on 07533 792 184.
Any pair joining after the Host Pair will risk not joining a full table and not playing.
If the Host Pair is not needed they can continue to play in BCL outside the club room.

See also
Instructions for joining and playing in an Olicana event in BCL and BBO are on the Olicana
website.
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